
Discussion Queries
Hebrews 12:1-27

READ 12:27-28

Discuss

(A) What should be the attitude and practice of future kings?
● Gratitude
● Acceptable worship
● reverence and awe

READ 13:1-3

Discuss

(B) In what ways are future kings to behave towards others?
● Brotherly love
● Hospitality
● Care of prisoners

READ 13:4

Discuss

(C) What is the importance of morality for future kings?
● Honor marriage
● Remain pure in marriage
● Fear God

READ 13:5-6

Discuss

(D) What concern should future kings have for the accumulation of wealth?
● Contentment
● Confidence

READ 13:7 and 17

Discuss

(E) How do future kings treat their faith community leaders?
● Learn from their successes and failures, imitating their loyalty.
● Stay aligned with their ministry goals.
● Allow them to provide maximal advantage.
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READ 13:8-10

Discuss

(F) From whence do future kings draw their beliefs?
● The revealed truth from Jesus Christ
● The powerful grace of God in contrast
● Not from ceremonial regulations

READ 13:11-13

Discuss

(G) What is the importance of the Gospel to future kings?
● We are made holy by the death of Jesus.
● We endure the reproach that Jesus endured from religious and civil authorities.
● Where was Golgotha located? (Hint: It is not the popular touristic site.)

READ 13:14-16

Discuss

(H) What ought to be the spiritual disciples of future kings?
● We anticipate reigning from city that is yet to come.
● Praise toward God, acknowledging his reality.
● Doing good by sharing whatever we have.

READ 13:18-21

Discuss

( I ) From whence do future kings draw their strength?
● Prayer
● Clear conscience
● Blood of the eternal covenant
● Doing God’s will
● God working through Jesus Christ

READ 13:22-25

Discuss

(J) Under which original apostle’s aegis was this epistle circulated?
● Timothy was the Apostle Paul’s apprentice.
● Many in Rome, Italy, accepted Paul as an authentic apostle of Jesus.
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